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ABSTRACT

This report treats three topics related to the

phenomena of individual differences in speech: (1) the effect

upon speech intelligibility of the listener's familiarity with

the speaker's voice, (2) the nature and number of elementary

ways, or Perceived Acoustic Traits (PAT's),in terms of which

voices are perceived to differ from each other, (3) the physical

bases of perceived acoustic traits.

It was found that speech intelligibility, as measured

by the Diagnostic Rhyme Test, was unaffected by the degree of

the listener's familiarity with the speaker's voice; the basis

of familiarity was a maximum of three presentations of a two-

minute sample of prose (Gettysburg Address).

A voice-rating experiment, involving both monopolar

and bipolar rating scales, failed to reveal any previously un-

identified perceived acoustic traits. Ilowcvcr, s.veral items

were found which offer possibilities for increased pre(ision

in the evaluation of previously identified PAT's.

A factor analysis of 23 physical and percept!:i voice

variables yielded results indicating that physical cor elates

of some perceived acoustic traits may be qualitatively shifted

under certain conditions of stimulus impoverishment. The

physical bases of the PAT's., Pitch-Magnitude and Animation-Rate

appear to remain relatively stable under various conditions of

stimulus impoverishment, but the physical bases of Loudness-

Roughness and C£ frity-Beauty may be drastically altered by

frequency distortion and vocoderization.
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INTRODUCTION

Three issues relating to the phenomenon of individual differences

n in speech and their implications for vocoder performance are treated in this

report. The first concerns the influence of the listener's familiarity with

individualistic voice characteristics upon his interpretation of the receiv-

ed speech signal. The second concerns the nature of voice recognition by

human listeners -specifically the question of what listeners perceive to

-be the major distinguishing characteristics-or traits of individual voices.

The third issue concerns the physical acoustical characteristics or traits

which distihguish voices from each other-- in particular those character-

istics by which listeners may identify t-he voices of individual speakers.

Each of- the above issues has been the subject of a series of in-

vestigations during the past year. While several of these investigations

have yielded results-of intrinsic interest, others have served primarily

to resolve various methodological issues. In the following chapters, prima-

ry emphasis is given to the most significant experiment from each series.

Other experiments are cited only as their results bear upon a particular

issue under discussion.

Chapter 1 presents results concerning listener-familiarity-with-

the-speaker's-voice as a factor in speech intelligibility. Our primary

concern here is with the implications of familiarity phenomena for the

design of intelligibility tests.

Chapter 2 contains a discussion of previous research on the

problem of quantifying the perceptually significant characteristics of in-

dividual voices. One experiment concerned with the elementary dimensions

of perceived variability among voices (perceived acoustic traits), is

described in some detail.



Chapter 3 is devoted to the issue of the physical bases of per-

ceived differences among voices. The results of a factor analysis of 23

perceptual and physical voice variables are presented and their impli-

cations for a theory of voice recognition are discussed.
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CHAPTER I

FAMILIARITY WITH-THE SPEAKER AS A FACTOR IN SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY

In view of the extent to which individual speech varies, both

between and within dialectal groups, it would seem inevitable tUiat a

listener's familiarity with the idiosyncracies of a speaker's voice

determines, to some degree, his ability to interpret the speech of that

speaker. The common experience of individuals who migrate from one

dialectal region to another strongly supports this proposition. The ex-

periences of those who have occasion to cope with pathological speech

likewise attest to the effects of familiarity with the speaker's idio-

syncracies upon the listener's ability to decode such speech. A related

phenomenon is reported by individuals who have occasion to deal with

vocoded or otherwise-processed- speech. Engineers and scientists who

work with speech-compression devices commonly report that processed

speech becomes more intelligible to them as their experience with it

increases. Questions arise, however, as to what generalizations are

warranted by these various special instances of the phenomenon.

To what extent, for example, does listener familiarity with a

speaker contribute to speech intelligibility in the case of normal

speakers and listeners of similar dialectal background? To what extent

does such familiarity increase the li-stener's tolerance for speech which

is degraded in one way or another? Does familiarity with the speaker

under normal or high-fidelity transmission-conditions enhance the

listener's capacity to-cope with the case of degraded speech? The present

chapter bears upon such questions. Specifically, it is concerned with the

effects of different types of familiarity upon-the intelligibility of

vocoded speech as evaluated by the Diagnostic Rhyme Test,

o3- -



A. BACKGROUND

While the- literature pertaining directly to the present problem

is',not extensive, there are at least'two studies which merit notice here.

The fi-rst is a study by Peters (1955), in which listeners were

"-tested after various amounts (0, 2, 4 and 8 minutes) of exposure to -the'

speech of a particular speaker. Two transmission conditions were .studied:

one in which all speech materials• weic presented in the quiet ýand a second

one -in ýwhich all materials were presented in approximately speech-shaped

noise at a S/N ratio of 0 dB.

Under both. conditions, listener reception scores improved with

increasing pre-exposure to the test voice although the observed trends

were somewhat different for the two conditions. In the-quiet, listener

reception scores increased significantly for a gain of approximately 5

percentage -points (87.0 - 92.4)" after eight minutes of exposure to the

test voice. HoWever, the greatest improvement (4 percentage pointS).

occurred after- only two- minutes of familiarization. The total improve-

ment ifn listener reception scores for the noisy transmission condition

was-approximately the same as that for the quiet condition. However, sub-

stantial improvement occurred only after four minutes of exposure to the

test speaker's voice. In any case, these results are consistent with

the hypothesis that familiarity with a voice tends-to enhance intel-

ligibility for a given listener.

While not concerned specifically with the rcle of speaker

familiarity, an experiment by Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957) has Some

bearing on. this issue. These investigators found that, wilth experimental

manipulation of formant-frequency relati-onships-in a .c.arkier phrase the
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judged identity of a subsequent, unmanipulated vowel sound could-be

altered in a predictable manner. For example, an artificially-lowered

second-formant in a carrier phrase caused subsequent unaltered synthetic

vowels to-be identified as if the listener were taking into account the

effects of the formant frequency displacement. Such "errors" are sig-

ni-ficant primarily because they attest to the listener's capab~ility to

detect-the idiosyncracles ,of a-speech source-from a-sample of it-s out-

put and then to adjust his responses accordingly, Presumably,, the

sensory-cognitive process involved herne, would also- operate- to, render the

jinguist-ic content from the- speech -of -a speaker whose acoustic- fgsig-n al-,

ing alphabet" is novel for a6 given listener. -The-results of these-

studies leave one important issue unroo.l-ved, however-_ tihat of where-

ind.thow the adaptive- process -in,,quest-ion takes -plae.

One possibbicli-ty ilsý -that this ahenomeon involves a--genu nel-
change in. sensory-perceptual response to a pa~ticuar stimulus- -paraeter,-

that is, a change of "adaptaqtion, level" as conceived by Helsoi -and fhis-

followers -(1961). Whilge -not ,couchi ngfdtheifr i nterpretati on -xpl-iciltly v

in terms of adaptatfon level theory, Lgadefoged:zand zBroadbent tseem t---

espouse this general type of :explanation. A- second, possibility, -however,

is that the phenomenon inquesti on can- find explanation in,.pure!ly cog-

nl-t-ive, "nonsensory" terms. This explanation -would maintaiii-that- the

response changeS induced4 (e.g., -by mani-ptulations ,of the-carrier phrase.)

-do--not- derive fromh.changes-in, the nqrmal sensory correlates of the test

stimulus, but rather that they depend simply upon a modification of the,

interpretation- given ai sensory-perceptual event by the -istener. In

other-words; _thiýs explanation attributes the results of Ladefoged and

-5-
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-Broadbent to essentially the same cognitive processes as those involved

in the learning of a new language.

Experimental resolution of ths -issue may prove difficult. In

N any case, the two types of mechanism inquestion are not incompatible,

although the conditions of their occurrence may be somewhat different.

In- sitUations where the cognitive aspects of the li.stener'.s task pre-

dominate, we would expect experimentally-determihed response changes to

be more pronounced in cases invoLving simple sensory discriminations.

Thus, While we may expect improvements in the net efficiency

with-which a listener discriminates the-speaker's intent as he gains,

familiarity with the speaker, with a particular transformation of the
Ps6ee0h signal, and perhaps with testing-situations in general, the

observddeffects- of these improvements'will vary with the.manner :in which

'llitener performance i-s evaluated. Where the iistener',s ,task is one- of

smedisrimination, the effects of familiarity with 4various source

-cliiracteristics (e.g., speaker idiosyncracies) Vill Aten'd toý be minimal.
_'Where -prformance depends-on more complex cognitiveprocesses, the ef-

fects of familiarity wi-li, be more pr6nounced,

While factors other than speaker familiarity are undoubtedly

-invo1ved, differences among various of the better known intelligibility

tests in terms-of susceptibility to "practice effects" are in accord with

tfIs principle. The PB word lists, which require the listener to make an

"absOlute- recognition response-," are notoriously affected -by the listener'-s

past experience with- the test-materials. The Fairbanks Rhyme Test, which

-requires less complex discriminations of the listener, is alleged to be

somewhat less sensitive to listener experience, while several of the more

-6 -



recent derivatives of the Fairbanks test (e.g., ithOModified-Rhymte Test

of Housi et 6al-, 1963) are effectively free of such effects.-

On the basis of these various considerations, the Diagnostic

Rhyme Test (Voiers, Cohen and Mickunas, 1965) could be expected-to

provide reSult~swhich are minimally affected by the listener's famili-

arity With the voice of the speaker or with any other inyariants of the

testing situation.

The DRTi is a •two-choice rhyme test in which the stimulus

materials are isolated words and the listener'•s task is to select one of

two alternatives Which differ (at least :nomina!ly) With respect- to a

single "'attribute" of the initial consonant phoneme. Thus, the listener's

task is as nearly one of simple sensory discrimination as-can-be provided-

in circumstances involving speech-stimu1i.

B EXPERIMENTS ON THE EFFECTS OF FAMILIARITY

In the course of more than fifty speech evaluations with the

Diagnostic Rhyme Test, a number of opportunities have arisen to test for

the effects of various kinds of listener experience upon speech-intel-

ligibility. However, except for some indication that scores improve

slightly during the first ten minutes or so of the listener's initial

exposure to the testing situation, there has been little evidence that

familiarity with any aspect of the testing situation (including the

speaker) affects the listener's Performance in any systematic. fashion.

Generally, precautions were taken to minimize any possible

effects of familiarity with various aspects of the test situations, but

on certain occasions several potentially significant aspects were in-

variant over the course of a succession of tests with a particular

listening crew. Among these aspects were the speaker and the general

-7 -



• •f~rm ofprocessing to which test speech materials had been subjected. Even

here, the opportunities available to the listener for familiarization with

the speaker's Voice were liitited to those provided by the DRT speech

materials (i.e•, isolated words). Contextual aids to the detection of

speaike characteristics were neyligible.., The absence of feedback to the

listener on the quality of his performance further tended to minimize the

effects of learning of speaker idiosyncracies. A test was made, however,

of the combined effects of several factors potentially conducive to

improvement in :DRT scores as a function of listener's experience. This

involved presentation of identfical DRT materials on six successive occasions,

each-pair separated-by small amounts of other types of speech materials.

Theý iesults are presented in Fig. 1.

Virtually no-trends canbe detected to indicate that experiences

with the'test materials, the speaker t s voice, or a particular answer' sheet

Scombine to enhance. iistener performance on the DRT in any manner.

These results are consistent with- the proposition that aa simple

disc6riminaion test, as exemplified by the DRT, does not show'improvement

as-a function of the listener's familiarity with the testing situation and,

in particular, "the speaker's voice. Their significance, however, is found

more in practical than theoretical- terms. For, while they provide con-

firmation of an important aspect of the validity-of DRT scores, they do

not ru'le out possible effects of familiarity under circumstances more

representative of the actual communications situation. The results of two

other experiments bear on this possibility, The Diagnostic Rhyme Test

-was-used in-these experiments also-. but other steps were taken to pro-

vide the listener with opportuni-ties to familiarize himself with the

speaker's voice. 'Listeners were tested before and after exposure to
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samples of continuous speech. Under one set of conditions (experimental)

the intervening speech materials were provided by the voice of the test

speaker (three presentations of the Gettysburg-AddresS). Under another

set of conditions (control) the intervening speech, materials were pro-

vided by three different, "non-test" speakers. The listeners had had no

previous exposure to any of the voices involved.

In both experiments all test materials were processed by a

2400 bit digital vocoder. In the first, however, unprocessed familiar-

izatin, -materials were employed, while in the second both the test and

familiarization materials were vocoded. The designs of the two experi-

ments are shown in Fig. 2. The results are summarized in-Table 1.

From-Table 1 it is apparent that familiarization-with the

speaker's voice,, as provided for in these experiments, does not con-

-tribute substantially, if even consistently, to subsequent listener

performance on the DRT., Neither familiarization-with the speaker's

normal speech nor familiarization With his processed speech appears to

enhance the intelligibility of the-processed speech. There is, however,

some indication that certain familiarization-conditions affected listener

performance by shaping his expectations concerning the character of the

test speech: In the first experiment, those listeners who experienced

the control condition first exhibited a performance decrement under the

subsequently experienced experimental condition. A similar, though

-less pronounced, effect is also apparent in the second experiment. While

these trends are suggestive, however, further research is clearly re-

quired on this issue.

- 10 -
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C. CONCLUSIUNS

The results of the experiments described here should by no

means be construed to rule out the importance of listener-familiarity-

with-speaker in actual communications situations. The DRT is designed

to test only for the transmission of various speech features essential

to the recognition of speech sounds. It does not evaluate the adequacy

with which the listener interprets these features. By eliminating one

possibility, however, the present research serves to elucidate the

manner in Which the-listener-familiarity-with-the-speaker contributes

to speech intelligibility.

- 13 -



CHAPTER II

THE IDENTIFICATION OF PERCEIVED ACOUSTIC TRAITS

The results of a series of investigations by Voiers provided

a point of departure for the present line of research. In an exploratory

attempt to identify the "major dimensions of perceived variation" among

voices, Voiers (1964)-had a group of listeners use a 49-item semantic

differential rating form -(Fig. 3) to describe their perceptions of the

distinguishing characteristics of each of the sixteen male voices.

A factor analysis of average ratings received by each speaker

revealed that the "speaker components" of variance for the forty-nine

-items could be accounted for in terms of only four underlying, orthogonal

factors or dimensions of perceived variation-among voics,. It appeared,

moreover, that adequate feltesentati.on bof interspeaker variation in

ihese di'mensiohs could-be Obtained from listener response data •or a
l1iited- numberOf judiciOusly- selected iitems Out of- the original forty-

nine, •-On theo basis of these results, a number of seemingly redundant items,

i.e., -rating dimensmons8, were di-scarded or combined in various ways.

Subsequently, a ,n-imber Of abbreVi-ated -rating forms composed of

factorially pure "tag items," plus various previously untried Items, were

tested experimentally. _kere, it was expected that the tag items from

the original form wou-ld conttnuO t-o m e~sure the factors with whi-ch they

.were previously- a•sociatedj, and :tjat s5ome 6 ithe new i-tems would -serve

to reveal additibna4 dimensions -of Jperceive6d vari:ation among voices, How-

ever, neither of these expectationsý wa c¢onsistently realized. Some tag
items, for ýwhich litener -respenses were originally !naorrelated, oc-

c6.ionally yie41ed cotrelated responses whi-le experimental items failed

- 14 -



Speaker

SPEECH RATING FORM IIA

LOUD 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 SOFT SIMPLE..7 6 5 4 32 1 COMPLEX

HEAVY 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 LIGHT MILD 7 6 5 4 3 Z INTENSE

BEAUTIFUL 7 b 5 4 3 Z I UGLY NATIVE 7 6 5 4 3 21 FOREIGN

CLEAR 7 b 54 3 2 1 HAZY FULL 7654 3 21 EMPTY

FRIENDLY 7 6 5 4 3 2 I BELLIGERENT POWERFUL 7 6 5 4 3 2 I WEAK

RELAXED 76543 Z 1 TENSE DEEP 76543 21 SHALLOW

FAMILIAR 7654 1 2 1 STRANGE BUSY 76543 21 RESTING

COLORFUL 7 6 5 4 3 Z I COLORLESS REPEATED 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 VARIED

WARM 7654 3Z I COOL CLEAN 7654321 DIRTY

RISING 7654 3 2 1 FALLING

LARGE 76543 2 1 SMALL

PLEASANT 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 UNPLEASANT 30%

DEFINITE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 UNCERTAIN 20% 207.
10%

GENTLE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 VIOLENT 10% %
7 6 5 4 3 Z I

LOOSE 7L6g5n4 3D2t1 TIGHT
WET 75432 DRYExpected Long-Run Distribution

WET 7 65 43 2 1 DRY o at~
of Ratings

RICH 76 5 4 3 2 1 THIN

DULL 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 SHARP Additional Comments. (Other
words or phrases which might

MASCULINE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 FEMININE be used to characterizo the sound

RUMBLING 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 WHINING of this speaker's voice.)

GOOD 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 BAD

EVEN 7 6543 Z I UNEVEN

CALMING 7 6 5 4 3 Z I EXCITING

SOFT 76543 3 i HARD

ACTIVE 76 71 4 I 1 PASSIVE

HAPPY 7 6 5 4 3 1 SAD

RUGGED 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 DELICATE Do Not Write in This Block

FAST 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 SLOW

WIDE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 NARROW Factor I

PLEASING 7 6 5 4 3 Z I ANNOYING Factor II

CONCENTRATED 76 5 43 2 1 DIFFUSED Factor III

REASSURING 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 DISTURBING Factor IV

SERENE 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 AGITTED Factor V

STEADY 7 6 5 4 3 2 I FLUTTERING Factor VI

DELIBERATE 7 6 5 4 3 2 I CARELESS Factor VII

GLIDING 7 6 5 4 3 Z 1 SCRAPING

EASY 7 6543 2 1 LABORED

LOW 765432Z HIGH

SMOOTH 7 6 5 4 32 1 ROUGH

OBVIOUS 7 65 432 1 SUBTLE

Figure 3. Semantic Differential Rating Form (Voters, 1064).
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geera.lly to r.eveal any new dimensions of perceived variation among

voices. The results of these experiments did, however, provide several

important methodological insights.

-Among other things, it appeared that -concentration of certain

critical items into a short rating form- such that listeners were re-

-quired to'evaluate several different voice characteristics in quick

succession- was conducive to the "halo effect." This effect has long-

been familiar to industrial and military psychologists. It is exempli-

fied by the military commander who, having evaluated a junior officer

favorably on "military bearing," also gives him inordinately high ratings

on intelligence, competence, etc.

The traditionally accepted method of counteracting halo is

to require raters to rate all stimuli (e.g., voices) on one rating

dimension at a time. rather than one stimulus at a time on all rating

dimensions. However, such a procedure is quite impractical in the present

application, particularly in view of indications that listeners find it

difficult to retain a stable conception of a given rating dimension from

one instance to the next.

Moreover, the "one-dimension-at-a-time" procedure is inherently

vulnerable to systematic "errors" associated with "adaptation level"

changes. Having assigned an extreme value to one stimulus (voice) a

rater tends, generally, to alter his perception (or conception) of the

"neutral point" such that immediately subsequent stimuli are rated some-

what nearer the opposite extreme than would otherwise be the case.

Frequent instances of a significant mean square for "'speakers x order

of speaker presentation" provide support for this hypothesis. Other

things equal, a procedure which provides greatest temporal separation

- 16 -



between successively presented voices will be least conducive to

stimulus-induced shifts in adaptation level.

-Hence, in the initerest of maintaining the stability of the

listener's response characteristics, the one-voice-at-a-time procedure

was retained and other steps were taken to minimize extraneous-

influences. These steps included the use of filler items and a format

designed tG maximize connotative dissimilarity between adjacent items

on the rating form. In-addition, items found to yield highly cor-

related responses, e.g., masculine-feminine, heavy-light, were com--

bined. This served effectively to reduce random-response Variation

due to "semantic jitter" (for example, the combining-of the item "high-

low" with the item "whining-rumbling" operates to minimize ambiguity

as to the possible denotations of high-low and-also, perhaps, of

'Nhining-rumbli'n'). Finally, in a further attempt to minimize adaptation-

it -level changes, a "neutral voice" was introduced-as a standard for

evaluation of each experimental voice. The absence of significant

interactions-of "speakers" with "speaker order" in subsequent studies

attests to the efficacy of this innovation. Thus far, however, none

of these various modifications of the voice-rating procedure has

resulted in the consistent emergence of more than four orthogonal

dimensions of the "speaker component" of variance in voice ratings.

The research described in the following section represents a recent

effort to increase the sensitivity of the voice-rating method and then

to identify additional elementary dimensions of perceived variation

among voices.

- 17 -



A. A SEARCH FOR ADDITIONAL PERCEIVED ACOUSTIC TRAITS

SWhile previous attempts (Voiers, 1960, 1964; Voiers et al.,

1965) to isolate more than four stable, orthogonal dimensions of

perceived variability among voices have not been successful, several

possibilities have yet to 'be fully explored. One such possibility is

offered by the use of pother than bipolar rating scales and is the

subject of the present investigation.

Thus far only rating scales defined by antonymous adjective

pairs, e.g., "high-low","large-small," have -been, empl0yed in this series

of voice-rating studies. Hoteyer, this convention,- adopted primarily

in the interest of uniformity, may conceivably have resulted in the

exclusion of certain potentially useful rating dimensions. For example,

such adjectives as "tinny," "hissing," and "thumping" would seem ap-

plicable to complex sounds in general and to voices in particular,

although some ambiguity may exist concerning the antonyms of these and

other seemingly applicable terms. In any event, the antonyms of many

such terms are not likely to be matters of common knowledge or of

general -agreement among the listener population at large. The present

study was designed to evaluate a number of such "monopolar" terms from

the standpoint of potential for the communication of speaker identity

information and, at the same time, to determine their antonyms empirically.

Methods and Materials

Listeners. A crew of twelve male, high school seniors served as listen-

ers for this investigation. All members had from ten to twelve hours

of experience as listeners for intelligibility tests and speech-quality

evaluation, but none had previous experience in voice-rating experiments.
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Stimulus Materials. The basic speech-stiJmuluis amateri 1 al- +er those ised~r

in several previous studies with the voice-rating methods (Voiers et al.,

1965) and are described in detail elsewhere. Briefly, they consisted of

recordings of speech of 24 adult males whose ages ranged from 23 to 55

years.

Voice-Rating Forms. Two voice-rating forms were used by the listeners to

describe their perceptions of the voices. The first of these was Voice-

Rating Form lilA (Fig. 4) used In a number of previous studies. The

second was an experimental form (Fig. 5) composed entirely of "monopolar"

rating scales.

Experimental Design. The experiment consisted of four voice-rating ses-

sions, each involving the presentation of all twenty-four voices. In the

first session, listeners rated the voices as presented in one order (A),

using Voice-Rating Form lilA (Fig, 4). In the second session, the voices

were presented in the reverse order (B). The listeners used the Ex-

perimental Form (Fig. 5) in this session, In the third session, speakers

were again presented in Order B and rated with Form IIIB. In the final

session, the speakers were presented in Order A and rated with the ex-

perimental rating form. For each of the total of 32 rating dimensions,

or items, there were thus two "trials."

ly. Procedure. Following instructions to acquaint them with the general

nature of their task, the listeners were allowed to rate one voice

(that of the announcer) to get practice with the rating procedure and to

stabilize their "images" of the neutral voice. Just prior to the begin-

ning of the experiment proper they were allOwed to hear brief samples

of each experimental voice in rapid succession. Each speaker identified
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Speaker

SPEAKER RATING FORM III A Listener

Steady Fluttering
Stable L i i L L 0 L L L Unstable

Colorless - Colorful

Monotonous L0 0 3 L L 0 L Li Dynamic

Foreign Native
Rare 0003 On 00l 1J11 Common

Rumbling WhiningLow i n ii 00 ii 0ii 1 High
Unpleasant Pleasant
Annoying Li0 Li Li0i Li LL Pleasing

Gradual Abrupt
Rounded [ [ 0 0 13 n 0 3 Jagged

Loud Soft
Intense 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 C ] Mild

Passive Active
Dragging Li n o Li Brisk

Excited Calm
Agitated Mi 0 11 0 Li 0-1 n i D Serene

Gliding - Scraping
Smooth L L L L L L L L L Rough

Fast S low
Busy 00i 0 1i1) 0iD ii i Resting

Beautiful Ugly
Clean 00i00 130 ,0 13i0 Dirty

Feminine Masculine
Light L L i i L L L L L Heavy

Familiar Strange
Usual o o n o3o Unusual
Clear Hazy

Definite L o o L o o o o Li Uncertain

Uneven Even
Irregular i0 3 0 Li Li L i i L Regular

Figure 4. Standard Voice-Rating Form.
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Speaker

"VOICE RATING FORM X Listener_

Very low r9e drRFSO Very high
degree 3 3 1 n 0 0 n er degree

Very low ] [ ] n Very hig

degree Li degree

Very lowm T I N-S CD Very higr
degree D degree

Very low 6l 0 Very highdegree degree

Very low ri( CJLIC.IN-SCKING Veyhigh
degree 1- D 0 n degree

Very low t W liPIING_ Very high
degree D L (J !...J LJ n 0 degree

Very low rL~ r Very high
degree low C1 degree

degree 1o ,..n o 0VeryN low o -rEI CRACKLI%, Very high
Very low O0 O30OnD0D0 degreedegree

Very low INTUDDING-DLLt - Very high
degreew D .. C3 .. E l .. L C3.. D.. 0 L C degree

ABRUPT-CLIPPED
Very low O0 0 ] C o Very high

degree degree

Very low Tm B fl fl Very high

degree _J LJ n.J _JJ-.J LJ -n E J-- degree

Very low ri ,ff IN-LFAMNG-- g Very high
degree 0 L L. degree

Very low r, RUSHING-GUSHING Very high

degree D C3EJ1i1EJ0000Jdegree

Very lowN 0 om 1z j-7BN rNG -0 Very highdegree l n -0 ) D ..Jdegree

degree degree

Very low U Very high

degree 0 O Ve degreeig

Mark "X" in one cell of each row to show tue degree to which each

indicated quality is present in the voice you are now hearing as

compared to the voice of the announcer.

Figure Experimental Voice-Rating Form.
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himself by a num'ber- e.g., "This is speaker number 2." All stimuli were

presented over PDR-8 headphones.

Results and Discussion

Analysis of variance was employed to provide an indication of

the degree to which listeners effectively discriminated among speakers

on each of the thirty-two rating dimensions.

The results of these analyses are summarized in Table 2. Also

presented for purposes of comparison are results from a previous ex-

periment (Voiers et al., 1965) in which a different, larger group (32)

of listeners used Voice Rating Form III to rate the same sample of speak-

ers. The F-ratios for the previous experiment are adjusted to compensate

for differences in the sizes of the listener crews; i.e., the F-ratios

shown for the earlier experiment are estimates of the values which would

have been obtained with a crew of twelve listeners. 1

At the outset, it is apparent that listeners in the present

experiment did not, in general, respond as discriminately to voices as

did the listeners of the earlier experiment. The values of the F-ratios

obtained for the speaker effect on the present experiment are, with few

exceptions, smaller than their counterparts from the earlier experiment.

Any of several situational factors may have contributed in

some degree to the reduced sensitivity of the present experiment. Though

1Given F(n) as the ratio obtained for a sample of n raters, the ratio,
F(m) which would be obtained with a sample of m listeners can be
estimated as:

F'(m) B [F(n)-l + 1
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Table 2. Summary of Results of Analysis of Variance

of Voice Ratings

Present Study Previous Study

Item F-Ratio for Speaker Effect* Est, F-Ratio for Speaker Effect

1 Fluttering, etc. 1.56 4.36

2 Colorful 3.34 5.35

3 Foreign 2.02 3.16

4 Rumbling 6.68 19.12

5 Unpleasant 2.07 4.09

6 Abrupt 2.67 5.93

7 Loud 3.40 6.11

8 Active 5.98 9.80

9 Excited 5.38 11.73

10 Scraping 1.71 3.57

11 Fast 10.55 12.14

e 12 Beautiful 1.89 2.38

13 Masculine 11.85 20.80

14 Strange 2.21 3.38

15 Clear 3,,55 2.72

16 Uneven 1.84 3.48

17 Thumping 3,34

18 Breathy 2.85

19 Twangy 2.63

20 Solid 1.71

21 Clicking 3.59

22 Squeaking 2.12

23 Babbling

24 Snapping 1.03

25 Thudding 2.31
h 26 Abrupt -2.61

27 Threaty 3.10

28 Hooting 2.14

29 Rushing 1.05

30 Buzzing

31 Hollow -

32 Tight 1.72

F= M.S. Speakers
F =

M.S. Speakers & Listeners -23-



contributions of these various factors cannot be isolated at this point,

we may at least note some of the possibilities.

One factor may have been the educational level of the listeners.

In the present experiment, the listeners were high school students with

little experience in speech evaluation experiments and no experience in

voice-rating experiments, specifically. In the earlier experiment, the

listeners were college students with 15-20 hours of experience as listeners

in various types of speech-evaluation experiments, including voice-rating

experiments. In the present experiment, listeners were not individually

isolated, but were seated in chairs grouped around the tape recorder in

the center of a large room. In the earlier experiment, listeners were

tested in specially constructed booths, each of which housed two listen-

ers in visual and acoustical isolation from the remaining listeners and

from other possible sources of distractions. Whatever the factors in-

volved, the depressed sensitivity of the present experiment serves to

stress the need for extremely rigid control of situational parameters in

experiments utilizing the voice-rating method.

A further examination of Table 2 reveals a general tendency for

items from Form XI (Fig. 5) to yield smaller F-ratios than items from

Form IlIA (Fig. 4). While this possibly implies a superiority of bipolar

to monopolar scales, a more likely explanation is found in the select

character of the items comprising Form ILIA. All had survived a series

of screenings on the basis of demonstrated validity while, at the outset,

the items comprising Form XI were of undetermined validity. In any case,

nine of the sixteen experimental items yielded F-ratios for the speaker

effect which are significant at P a .01,(F = 1-.89), which is to say that
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a mean of 12 listeners' ratings of a voice on one of' these items carries

a statistically significant amount of speaker identity information.

Statistical significanre, !Er se, does not, however, ensure practical

validity.

Given that

"C" 1'2 1lo2 F(n)

Is a measure of the capacity of an average rating (i.e., of a n ratings)

for speaker identity information, it becomes apparent that none of the

items (i.e., as averaged for 12 listeners) served to "transmit" as much

as one bit of speaker identity information in the present experiment.

Assuming that the informational capacities of the various

items can be increased by more stringent control of situational variables,

there remains, in any case, the issue of whether any of them tap unique

aspects of listeniers' perceptions of voices. To resolve this issue.

speaker averages for the set of 32 items were subjected to factor analysis

by means of the method of principal components.

By several criteria it %as apparent that no more than three

orthogonal dimensions were required to account for the systematic com-

ponent (i.e., speaker component) of variance for the entire set of

thirty-two items. The results obtained following rotation of the factor

frame to an arbitrary criterion of simple structure are shown in Table 3.

Appropriate labels for the three factors are, appareit 7rom the

configuration of factor loadings. All three, moreover, find precedence

in the results of previous voice-rating experiments. Factoi I evidently

represents the perceptual dimension, Pitch-Magnitude. which has appeared

in all previous voice-rating studies. It is identified by high loadings

on such items as:
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TABLE 3. FINAL FACTOR LOADINGS FOR THIRTY-TWO RATING DIMENSIONS

I II III h2

I Fluttering etc, .571 .768 .432 .626

2 Colorful .403 .440 .111 .337

3 Foreign -. 044 -. 657 .194 .471

4 Rumbling -. 950 -. 054 -. 038 .910

5 Unpleasant -. 076 -. 630 .495 .648

6 Abrupt .235 -. 173 .823 .763

T-Loud .118 .349 .820 .810

8 Active .647 .472 .427 .825

9 -Eclted .606 .320 .656 .901

i0 Scraping .121 -. 152 .758 .707

11-Fast .691 .303 .624 .848

12 Beautiful- .293 .654 -. 167 .543

13 Masculine- -. 984 .060 -. 030 .972

14 Strange -. 120 -. 757 .184 .621

15 Clear .081 .840 .257 .780

16 Uneven .,608 -. 439 .303 .656

17 Thumping:- -.0862 -. 065 .321 .850

18 Breathy .6708 -. 446 .043 .706

19 Twangy .884 ;-.060 .165 .812

20 Solid- .844 1232 .554 .768

21 Clicking ,583 -. 2666 .349 .532

22 Sq4eaking .7170 -. 195 .207 .676

23 Babbling .427 .079' .253 .252
24 Snapping .430 .044 .292 .272

25 Thudding -. 875 -. 111 -. 239 .835

26 Abtupt .543 .386 .336 .558

27 Threaty -. 870 .019 .026 .758

26 Hooting 834 -. 045 .093 .705

29 Rushing .392 -. 043 .382 .302

30 Buzzing -. 432 -. 227 155 .346

31 Hollow.-:. .208 .106- -067 .059

32 Tig.t ,551 .063 .77 .457
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RtLmbling ---------- Whining

Low -- High

or

Masculine -------- Feminine
Heavy --------- Light

Factor II represents the Loudness-Roughness dimension of per-

ceived variability among voices, while Factor III is the Clarity-Beauty

dimension. Both of thc-se factors have their counterparts in all previous

voice-rating studies.

Conspicuously absent is the Animation-Rate dimension which has

emerged on several previous occasions. Here, as in the past, experiments,

judgments of "fast," "active," etc., are highly correlated with judgments

of "whining-high" and "loud-rough." Thus, rating variance which on some

occasions requires a separate dimension, Animation-Rate, can be accounted

for here in terms of the Pitch-Magnitude and Loudness-Roughness dimensions.

Also absent is the Normality dimension which has emerged on several oc-

casions.

While none of the experimental items treated in this study ap-

pfearsto be of vaiue in relation to new dimensions of perceived variability

among voices, several offer possibilities for improved measurement with

respect to previously identified dimensions. This can.perhaps be more

easily shown by means of graphic presentation.

Figure 6 shows the projections of the various rating dimensions

in the I-II plane of the three-factor space. From the figure it is ap-

parent that several of the experimental items (17 through 32) can provide

measures of high "factorial purity" in the Pitch-Magnitude dimension. It

is also apparent how various of the monopolar items of Form XI can be

combined to define a bipolar rating dimension. For example, items 17

and 19 appear to represent opposite extremes of a semantic continuum
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which happens, incidentally, to correspond quite closely to the Pitch-

Maunitude dimension. These and similar findings with respect to other

experimental items provide a tentative basis for the refinement of the

presently used (Form ILIA) voice-rating method. However, confirmation

of these findings by additional research is clearly desirable before

any modification of the present voice-rating procedures and materials

is undertaken.

B. CONCLUSIONS

From the results of research conducted thus far we are led

to conclude that the voice-rating method is presently adequate to

evaluate listener reception of four perceived acoustic traits. One pos-

sibility is that refinement of the method, as a research tool, will

permit the discovery of additional PATS. Another possibility, however,

is that the limited number of traits thus far identified is a function

not of the limitations of the method but rather a fundamental limitation

of human taxonomic capacity. Only further research can resolve this

issue.

-29-
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CHAPTER III

THE PHYSICAL CORRELATES OF PERCEIVED ACOUSTIC TRAITS

K •A. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The fact that listeners are able to order voices with some degree

of consistency on such continua as "high-low," "large-small," or even "red-

green" has a number of potentially significant implications concerning-the

physical acoustic bases of individual differences in speech. Even where

direct evidence regarding the nature of these bases- is lacking, behavioral

data can yield valuable insights regarding several aspects of the problem.

For example, the fact that listeners are able -to rate voices on the continuum

"fast-slow" in a consistent manner suggests that the independently-measurable

variable, speech rate, is among the more important physical voice parameters.

Similarly, the fact that listeners are able to rate voices on the continuum

"highý-low" with a high degree of consistency strongly suggests that -some

function of glottal pulse rate is a major parameter-of interindividual

variation. As it turns out, neither of these two psychophysical correlations

is perfect - judged rate of speech is dependent upon other physical- variables

in addition to physical speech rate, and judgments with respect to "high-

low" are not perfectly predictable from measures of "average pitch frequency" -

but, the results of voice-rating experiments can serve, in any case, to

narrow the field of search for the elementary physical parameters of indi-

vidual differences in speech.

Even in instances where the physical implications of listener

response are perhaps trivial (it is admittedly unlikely that pitch frequency

would have escaped attention but for the results of voice-rating studies)
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or quite obscure (what, for example, are the possible physical bases of

listener consistency in rating voices on the continuum "rare-common"?).

voice-rating data may provide other !:inds of information as to the physical

basis of acoustic individuality.

Given knowledge of the number of independent "ways" in which

listeners can classify voices (i.e., the number of orthogonal dimensions

required to specify completely the average listener's perception of a

voice), we may in turn infer the number of independent perceptually-

significant physical parameters, since for each perceptual dimension there

necessarily exists a corresponding physical acoustic dimension. Thus, the

knowledge that listeners are able to discriminate voices with respect to

the semantic continuum "clear-unclear," may serve to narrow the field of

search for one physical parameter of interindividual variation in speech.

The fact that listener ratings on the continuum "clear-unclear" are un-

correlated with ratings on the continuum "fast-slow" may serve even firther

to narrow the field of search inasmuch as it implies that the physical

acoustic correlate of perceived clarity is uncorrelated with the physical

correlate of perceived speech rate. Alternatively, the fact that voice

ratings on the continuum "fast-slow" tend generally to be correlated with

judgnments of "loud-soft" is prima facie suggestive of a theoretically

significant rela ion between two physical voice variables, i.e., speech

rate and speech intensity.

In light of the foregoing it would appear that research on the

perception of individual differences in speech can contribute to the solution

of numerous practical problems of voice communications, such as the problem

of automatic voice recognition anJ that of system evaluation from the stand-
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point of speaker recognizability. Before these problems can be adequately

solved, however, several fundamental issues concerning the nature of the

perceptual processes underlying voice recognition in general and voice-

rating behavior in particular must be resolved.

Assuming that the perceived characteristics of voices are related

in a fixed, immutable manner to some underlying set of physical acoustic

traits,-i.e., that changes in the physical structure of the speech signal

will affect its perceived characteristics only according as they obscure,

enhance or distort the "fixed" physical correlates of these characteristics -

problems of automatic recognition and system evaluation can be approached

in a relatively straightforward manner.

There are, however, some grounds for hypothesizing that the manner

in which a perceived acoustic trait relates to a physical voice parameter is

"relationally determined" - that it depends upon the statistical structure

of the voice population or source, more particularly, upon the listener's

perception of that structure. Specifically, we might hypothesize that:

Given one or more dimensions of response to characterize

his perceptions of the distinguishing characteristics of

individual voices, a listener will tend to allocate the

available response dimensions to various voice character-

istics in a manner which tends to maximize the speaker-

identity-information content of his responses.

Various aspects of this hypothesis find support in the literature

on human information processing phenomena; Quastler (1956) has formalized

several of them in his "daisy" model of the human sensory informition pro-

cessing system. This model involves manifold channels (each potentially

assignable to a single sensory-perceptual dimension) converging on a common

- 32 -
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channel which has an information capacity less than the sum of the capacities

of the "feeder" channels. The common channel space allocated to any one feed-

er channel is limited in any case. but depends in a given instance upon the

distribution of information loads upon the remaining channels. Thus. stimulus

impoverishment in a particular dimension may act to decrease the total stimu-

lus information transmitted to the observer but to increase the information

transmitted concerning one or more of the remaining stimulus dimensions. The

results described by Pollack (1963) for cases involving separate and combined

pitch and loudness judgments are typical of the experimental support for the

"daisy" model. A piori, analogous results might be expected in the case of

voice-rating experiments (i.e., where some form of speech degradation ef-

fectively reduces the dimensionality of the speech stimulus) and some results,

described by Voters et al. (1965) for vocoded speech, appear consistent with

these expectations. However. the voice-rating situation is distinguished

in several important ways from the situations typical of the "classiral"

studies of human channel capacity, and some elaboration of the "daisy" model

may be required to cover this case.

In most of the early experiments on human information processing,

there has existed little or no ambiguity concerning the stimulus dimension

to which a particular response dimension is most appropriately associated.

Experiments involving pitch ratings of pure tones are typical in this respect.

In the case of voice ratings or judgments, however, the critical stimulus

parameters are, per se. likely to be rulatively obscure or ill-defined. !n

turn, there may be little basis a priori for listener consensus regarding

which response dimension is most appropriate to each parameter. Accordingly,

we might hypothesize that:
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Lacking effective instruction as to the most appropriate allo-

cation of his response repertoire to a particular set of physi-

cal voice parameters, a listener will tend, generally, to infer

a solution on the basis of his experience in the experimental

situation and, in particular, his conception of the stimulus

population or source involved.

For example, given stimuli which vary substantially with respect to the

acoustical correlates of the sensory quality, pitch, the typical listener's

"normal" reaction will be to utilize such rating dimensions as "low," "high,"

and "masculine-feminine" to indicate his perceptions -of this sensory quality.

Where, however, interindividual variation in the stimulus correlates of

pitch are reduced or obscured in one way or another, the listener's reaction -

according to hypothesis - will be to utilize the "low-masculine- high-

feminine" channel to carry information with regard to other stimulus proper-

ties where this can be accomplished in any "reasonable" manner. To the

extent that such stimulus-response realignments - "qualitative shifts" in

the psychophysics of voice perception - can occur, changes in the information

content of voice ratings under various transmission conditions must neces-

sarily be interpreted with some caution. More generally, statements con-

cerning the physical correlate of the various perceived acoustic traits

may require some qualification.

The experiment described below was designed to provide some clari-

fication of this issue and, more generally, the issue of the physical basis

of voice recognition.

B. A STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF PERCEIVED ACOUSTICAL TRAITS

A factor analysis of twenty-three voice variables was performed in

an attempt to elucidate the psychophysics of voice perception. Sixteen of

- 34 -
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these are perceptual variables derived from the listener's ratings of voices.

However, they involve only four rating dimensions, each representing one of

four elementary perceived acoustic traits: I. Pitch-MaQnitude, I1. Loudness-

Rouahness, III. Animation-Rate, and IV. Clarity-Beauty. Data relating to each

dimension are included for four different experimental conditions, each in-

volving a different form of speech processing. These were unprocessed speech,

digitally vocoded speech, severely low-passed speech and severely high-passed

speech.

The seven physical voice variables treated in the analysis include

an indicant of the speaker's natural or average pitch frequency, a measure of

his characteristic rate of speech and of his "spectral characteristics," a

measure of the level at which his speech was presented to the listeners and

a measure of his inherent speech level. These variables are described In

detail in Table 4.

Methods and Materials

The voice-rating methods, stimulus materials, etc. are described in

detail elsewhere (Voiers et al., 1965). A "relative rating" procedure was

employed to collect all of the voice-rating data used here. The basic

stimulus materials were provided by the tape-recorded voice samples used in

previous research involving the relative rating method. 2 In all Instances

listeners used Voice Rating Form IlIA to describe their perceptions of the 24

voices.

Data for the variables described in Table 4 were subjected to a

factor analysis by the method of principal components. The results of this

analysis are presented below.

Voice-rating data for the case of unprocessed speech were provided by the
"First Normative Study" of Voiers et al. (1965).

2 Ibid.
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Table 4. Physical and Perceived Voice Variables Subjected to Factor Analysis

1. (PAT 1 ) Speaker values on PAT 1 (Pitch-Magnitude) based on averages
u of 32 listeners' ratings for two items:

Rumbling ------- Whining
Low ------------ High

Masculine -------- Feminine
Heavy---------- Light

for the case of unprocessed speech.

2. (PAT 2u Speaker values on PAT 2 (Loudness-Roughness) based on averages
of 32 listeners' ratings for two items:

Loud ----------- Soft
Intense ---------- Mild

Scraping -------- Gliding
Rough ---------- Smooth

for the case of unprocessed speech.

3. (PAT 3 u) Speaker values on PAT 3 (Animation-Rate) based on averages
of 32 listeners' ratings for two items:

Active ---.------- Passive
Brisk ---------- Dragging

Fast ------------- Slow
Busy ------------- Resting

for the case of unprocessed speech.

4. (PAT 4 u) Speaker values on PAT I (Clarity-Beauty) based on averages
of 32 listeners' ratings for two items:

Clear---------- Hazy
Definite --------- Uncertain

Beautiful ------- Ugly
Clean ---------- Dirty

for the case of unprocessed speech.

5. (PAT 1) Speaker values on PAT 1 based on averages of 8 listeners'ratings of voice samples processed by a 2400-bit digital

vocoder.
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Table 4 (cont.)

S. (PAT 2v) Speaker values on PAT 2 based on averages of 8 listeners'
ratings of voice- samples processed by a 2400-bit digital
vocoder,

7. (PAT 3v) Speaker values on PAT 3 based on averages of 8 listeners'
ratings of voice samples processed by a 2400-bit digital
vocider.

8. (PAT 4v Speaker xalues on PAT 4 based on averages of 8 listeners'
ratings of voice samples processed by a 2400-bit digital
vocoder.

9. (PAT 1 lp) Speaker values on PAT 1 (8 listeners) for the case of speech
low-passed at 500 Hz.

10. (PAT 2 lp) Speaker--values on PAT 2 -(8 listeners) for the case of speechlow-passed at 500 Hz.

11. (PAT 3p) Speaker values on PAT 3 (8 listeners) for the case-of speechlp low-passed-at 500 Hz.

12. (PAT 41) Speaker values-on PAT 4 (8 listeners) for the case of speech-
low-passed at-500 Hz.

13, (PAT 1p) Speaker Values on PAT 1 (8-listeners) for the case of speech
-high-passed at 2000 Hz.

!4. (PAT 2 hp) Speaker values on-PAT 2 (6 listeners) for the case of speechhp high-passed at 2000 Hz.

15, (PAT 3 hp Speaker values on PAT 3 (8 li-stenersY for t)e case of speechhigh-passed at 2000 Hz.

16. (-PAT 4 hp) Speaker -values on PAT 4 (8 listeners) for the case of speech
high-passed at 2000 Hz.

17. (LST) Frequency of speaker's lrowest singing tone. (Frequency
scale- inverted for this analysis.)

18. (ST) Time. required (exclusive of -gaps) for speaker to enunciate the
16 sentences comprising voice-rating -stimulus materials,.

19. (SS) Indicant-of "characteristic spectral slope" for speaker obtained by
SS= (LLi-2ckc + L2(4 )----where L is the

0-.5 kc + .5-1-k --L12k 2-;.4 kc
mean (dB re arbitrary level) for averaged "three highest peaks"
under indicated frequency-pass condition.

20. (SC) Indicant of "characteristic spectral convexity" obtained by
SC = (L 5-1 kc + L1- 2 kc)-(L 0-. 5 kc + L2- 4 kc)'

21. (J) Indicant of "characteristic spectral jaggedness" obtained by
J = (OAL 0-. 5 kc + 0AL1-2 kc - (AL.5- 1 kc + OAL2 -4 kc)
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Table 4-(conr, )

22. '(L) -MC.ar? (dB re arbitrary level) for speaker of averaged (visual)
tthree highest peaks as deternmined from General Radio Graphic
Level Recorder.

"23. (XL) Indieant of inherent speech level, obtained by IL (L.- noise
- level) as determined with graphic level recorder.
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Results and Discussion

Five orthogonal factors suffice to describe the systematic

variation in the 23 variables ander consideration, where the criterion of

sufficiency is that the sum of the five largest eigenvalues is approximately

equal-to the summed coefficients of reliability for the 23 variables. 1

The initial factorial axes were rotated to satisfy a varimax

criterion of simple structure for the "tag" variables, PAT lu, PAT 2u, PAT 3 u,

and PAT 4

Inspection of the resulting set of factor loadings revealed that

an additional rotation (-260) in the IV - V plane would permit identifi-

cation of factors IV and -V with the physical variables inherent speech level

and lowest singing tone. The pattern of'loadings yielded by the rotation

of axes is shown in Table 5.
V

Consider first the question of factor identification. Little

difficul-ty is encountered in this connection. Factors I, II,, and III are

defined by perceptual variables, while factors IV and V are defined primarily

by physical variablles.

Factor I clearly represents the perceived acoustic trait- Pitch-

Magnitude, All variables involving this PAT have loadings of .9(' or high-

er. Factor II appears to represent the perceived acoustic trait, Loudness-

Roughness, in light of the high loadings exhibited by all variables in-

volving this PAT. It is noteworthy, however, that variables involving

Coefficients of reliability are intraclass-correlations in the case of the
16 perceptual variables. "Split-half" correlations-adjusted by means of the
Spearman Brown formula provided estimates of the reliabilities of the
physical voice variables except LST. The communality of this variable
obtained from a previous factor analysis was used as an-estimate of its
reliability.
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Table 5. Final Factor Loadings of Twenty-Three Voice Variables

A A AAA Av V n- Reliability

1 (PAT Iu) 0.95 0.09 -0.06 -0.02 0.02 0.91 0.98

2 (PAT 2U) 0.10 0.94 -0.05 0.02 -0.01 0.91 0.93

3 (PAT 3 ) -0.66 0.65 -0.08 -0.20 0.10 0.92 0.97

4 (PAT 4u) -0.02 -0.05 0.86 0.00 -0.00 0.75 0.84

5 (PAT 1V) 0.92 0.18 -0.04 -0.11 0.10 0.80 0.94

6 (PAT 2v) -0.52 0.51 -0.12 0.15 0.36 0.70 0.62

7 (PAT 3 ) -0.74 0.44 -0.15 -0.16 0.35- 0.90 0.88
V8 (PAT 4v) 0.41 0.08 -0.44 -0.37 0.01 0*.50 0.41

9 (PAT 1 p) 0.93 0.07 0.29 -0.14 -0.12 0.98 0.96

10 (PAT 2 p) 0.58 0.58 0.05 -0.10 0.03 0.69 0.74

11 (PAT 3 1) -0.61 0.52 -0.23 -0.25 0.31 0.86 0.86

12 (PAT 4 1) 0.39 -0.27 0.63 0.17 -0,22 0.70 0.71
13 (PAT 1 hp) 0.89 0.19 0.10 -0.23 0.00 0.89 0.93

14 (PAT 2 hp) -0.15 0.78 -0.13 -0.06 -0.08 0.66 0.70

15 (PAT 3 hp) -0.73 0.59 -0.14 -0.19 0.04 0.94 0.87

16 (PAT 4 hp) 0.58 -0.48 0.42 -0.13 -0.01 0.79 0.71

17 (LST) 0.70 0.03 -0.13° 0.02 0.52 0.*78 0M76

18 (ST) 0.47 -0.14 -0.43 0.42 0.02 0.65 0.87

19 (SS) 0.37 -0.66 0.32 0.42 0.26 0.91 0.90

20 (SW) -0.24 0.34 -0.50 0.40 -0.19 0.62 0.63

21 (SJ) 0.48 -0.49 0.15 -0.16 0.39 0.66 -0.69

22 (L) 0.26 -0.30 0.20 0.45 0.20 0.44 0.69

23 (IL) -0.27 0.10 -0.45 0.73 -0.04 0.83 0.83

Ex2 7.88 4.64 2.57 1.75 1.02 E 17.87 18.42
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ratings of this PAT under conditions of degraded speech tend to have some-

what reduced loadings.

The high loadings obtained for the perceptual variables PAT 4u and

PAT 41p serve to identify factor III with the perceived acoustic trait Clarity-

Beauty, though other variables associated with that PAT do not exhibit

exceptionally high loadings on the factor in question.

No factor appears to be identified with the PAT, Animation-Rate,

as has been the case on several previous occasions. Rather, values on this

PAT - at least as estimated by the items "fast-slow," "busy-resting," etc.-

appear to be predictable from ratings on PAT 1 and PAT 2. The loadings of

PAT-3u on factors I and II indicate a tendency for voices which are judged

"high" and "loud" to-be judged "fast" and "active" as well. The impli-

cations of this result will be discussed more fully at another point.

Factor IV is defined entirely by physical voice variables, and

in particular IL (inherent voice level). No perceptual variable loads highly

on this factor, though several of thO physical variables, with high loadings

here, also have relatively high loadings on factors defined by perceptual

variables. Factor 1V appears, in other words, to be a repository for the

-component of intensive variat-ion among voices, which is of negligible per-

ceptual significance.

Factor V is defined by a single physical variable, lowest singing

tone, and appears to represent the perceptually insignificant component of

variance in this physical voice parameter.

Psychophysics of Voice Perception

The results in Table 5 have various implications for the psycho-

physics of voice perception. Consider first the question of the "normal"

physical correlates of the various perceived voice characteristics.
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Pitch-Magnitude. In Table 5 it can be seen that the physical cor-

rlteers of Pitch-Manitude are quite well-defined anm stable over a

range of speech-trans.mission conditions. All variables involving this

PAT have high loadings on- factor I. Several physical variables also

have substantial loadings on the factor assrciated with this PAT.

Predictably, perhaps, the highest of these (.70) is found in the case

of lowest singing tone (LST). -Other variables relating to "spectral

shape," SC and SJ, appear to contribute to the perception of Pitch-

Magnitude, but it is of particular interest that speech time (ST) also

appears to be a correlate of this PAT.

A more detailed examination of the correlations among Pi-_.h-

Magnitude and its various physical correlates provides some further in-

sight as to the physical basis of this PAT. Table 6 shows, among others,

the intercorrelations among the PAT I and the four physical voice variables

which -have the highest loadings on factor I. As is to be expected from the

results in Table 5, LST, lowest singing tone, i-s the primary physical cor-

relate of Pitch-Magnitude. Although the remaining physical -variables ex-

hibit some correlation with this perceptual variable, they tend to-be

intercorrelated in varying degrees.

In this connection it is of particular interest to know the

basis of the somewhat unexpected correlation between Pitch-Magnitude and

the physical variable, speech time, One might hypothesize that a -slow

rate of speech is per se conducive to the perception of "low pitch" and

"large magnitude." However, a theoretical basis for such a hypothesis is

somewhat difficult to find.
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An alternative hypothesis is that speech rate, per se, is of no

direct percepcual consequence here, but that it is correlated with other

physical voice variables on which the perception of Pitch-Magnitude is

directly dependent. In simpler terms,this is the hypothesis that the

observed correlation between PAT 1 and speech time derives from a tendency

for speakers with "low" voices to speak somewhat slower than average,

rather than from any direct significance of speech time for the perception

of Pitch-Magnitude.

Available data permit a test of this inference. This involves

estimating the correlation which would exist between PAT 1 and speech time

if LST and ST were uncorrelated. A "part correlation" of .06 is, in fact,

consistent with the hypothesis that speech time, per se, has no implications

for perception of the trait Pitch-Magnitude: that the observed correlation

between speech time and PAT I is attributable primarily to the correlation

between LST and Sf. Further verification of this hypothesis, by experi-

-mentati-on is, of course, to beilesired.

Loudness-Rouqhness. From Table 5 i- is evident that this perceived acoustic

trait has a negligible correlation-with any gross aspect of intensive varia-

tion among voices. Neither the variable L, an indicant of voice intensity

as heard by the listeners, nor IL, a measure of voice level relative to

recorded noise level, exhibits significant correlation with judged Loudness-

Roughness. However, two physical variables, themselves correlated, exhibit

substantial correlation with this PAT. SS, an indicant of low-frequency

energy relative to-high-frequency energy, has a negative loading of .65 on

factor IX while SJ exhibits a negative loading of -. 49 on the factor represent-

Ing Loudness-Roughness. The implication of these results iý that voices
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having relatively large amounts of high-frequency energy tend to be judged

loud and rough while voices for which low-frequency energy predominates

tend to be judged soft and smooth.

It is also interesting to note that, while PAT ? anO PAT 2v Ip

have substantially reduced loadings on factor IT, PAT 2hp (based on ratings

of high-passed speech) has a relatively high loading on factor II. This

would seem to provide further support of the hypothesis that the physical

correlate of Loudness-Roughness resides in the upper region of the speech

spectrum. In this connection, however, we might raise the question of

whether the loading of SJ on factor II implies that spectral jaggedness

per se is a correlate of Loudness-Roughness or whether the observed cor-

relation of these two variables derives from the correlation between SJ and

S5. Part correlation techniques can serve again to throw some light on the

issue. If the communality of SS and SJ were non-existent, a correlation of

only -. 06 would be expected between PAT 2 and SJ. This is consistent with

the hypothesis that, as such, spectral jaggedness is not a condition of the

perception, Loudness-Roughness.

Clarity-Beauty. Three physical voice variables have substantial loadings on

the factor representing this perceived acoustic trait. SC, an indicant of

spectral "convexity". has a loading of -. 50 indicating that, ceteris paribus,

voices having relatively high concentrations of energy outside of the 500-

2000 Hz tend to be judged Clear-Beautiful.

A loading of 0.43 exhibited by ST, speech time, on this factor

suggests that the voices of "slow talkers" tend to be judged more "Clear-

Beautiful" than those of fast talkers.
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A loading of -. 45 exhibited by the variableIL,implies that

voices of inherently low intensity tend to be judged as more "Clear-I

j Beautiful" than those of inherently high intensity. Since attempts

were made to equate the levels (VU readings) of the voices as recorded

and presented to the listeners, the significance of this result is

somewhat difficult to assess. A priori it is conceivable that the ex-

perimenter over- or under-compensated for low-intensity voices in adjust-

ing recerding gain and thus introduced a spurious physical correlate of

Clarity-Beauty. A correlation of .25 between L and IL indicates that,

in fact, differences in inherent speech levels were somewhat inadequately

compensated for in recording the voice samples. In any case, we may ask

what the correlation between the PAT, Clarity-Beauty, and inherent speech

level would be if recording gains were the same for all voices. The part

correlation coefficient obtained by removing the effects of the correlation

between IL and L is of interest here. The observed zero-order correlation

betweenPAT 4u and IL is -. 40. Adjustment of this coefficient for the

communality of IL and L increases its absolute value to -. 47, which sug-

gests that variations in recording gain tended to mask the "true" cor-

relation (negative) between PAT 4 and the inherent speech level. It

follows,in turn, that the correlation (positive, at least over the range

of levels involved here) between PAT 4 and presentation level (L) can be

-masked to some extent by differences in inherent level. These con-

clusi.is might at first seem somewhat incompatible but some theoretical

basis for them can be found.

-Intuitively, it is reasonable that over some part of the range

-- beloW the distortion point of the recording-playback system (and/-or the
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human auditory system) speech presentation level is positively related to

its perceived clarity. Although the basis of a negative correlation between

inherent speech level and the perception of clarity is not so apparent, the

fact that inherent level, as evaluated here, is effectively inherent vowel

level, raises the possibility that IL is tantamount to a negative measure

of the ratio of consonant/vowel intensities which characterize a given voice.

It is quite ptausible, in turn, that voices characterized by a high con-

sonant/vowel intensity ratio tend to be more intelligible and, in turn, to

be perceived as more Clear-Beautiful than other voices. Needless to say,

several points in this line of reasoning could bear experimental verification.

Animation-Rate. While PAT 3, Animation-Rate, does not emerge here as an

independent dimension of perceived variability among voices, some interest

attaches, nevertheless, to the issue of its physical acoustic basis. An

examination of Table 6 reveals that this PAT exhibits substantial cor-

relation with all but one of the physical variables treated here. Interest-

ingly enough, speech time is not among the more important of these. Rather,

spectral slope and spectral iaaaedness appear to be the major correlates

of the PAT, Animation-Rate, while several other physical variables cor-

relate with this PAT as highly as speech time.

From Table 6 it can be seen that speech time has relatively low

correlation with the other physical variables under consideration. This

would suggest that various correlations between PAT 3 and these physical

variables are not altogether artifacts of the sort we have encountered before.

This is to say that several of the physical variables may con-

tribute directly and independently to the percepticn of Animation-Rate.

Where the correlation between a physical variable and a perceptual variable
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can be experimentally altered, independently of other physical variables,

we may infer that the first variable has direct perceptual consequence

for a given PAT.

V •The results in Table 7 reveal that such is the case for at

least two of the physical variables under consideration. Speech degra-

dation tends, in several instances, to reduce the correlation between

PAT 3 and one physical variable while not affecting or increasing the

correlation of other variables with this trait. In particular, we are

led to conclude, if somewhat predictably, that speech time (and perhaps

inherent level) contribute to the perception of Animation-Rate in-

dependently of the remaining physical variables and possibly of each

other. Still other,.less pronounced,.examples of this type can be found

in the table, However, further research is clearly required in this

connection.

Effects of Speech DeQradation

Our primary concern thus far has been with the "normal" psycho-

physics of voice perception - with relations between the perceived

characteristics of undegraded voice samples and selected physical voice

variables.

A number of important psychophysical relations, as well as

relations among physical voice variables, have been at least tentatively

established. On the assumption, however, that they will find verifi-

cation in the results of further research, the question arises as to

what generalizations are warranted by them. Can they, for example, serve

as a basis for predicting the perceptual consequences of various ex-

perimental transformations of the speech signal?
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Before attempting to answer this question, let us examine the

implications of various hypotheses concerning the psychophysics of voice

perception. Consider first some specific implications of the hypothesis

of a "fixed" psychophysics for cases involving degraded speech.

If the effect of degradation is simply to obscure the physical

correlate of a given PAT in some degree, the most immediate consequence will

be a reduction in the correlation between listener ratings on the trait

under normal conditions-and ratings of the same trait under degraded speech

conditions. Thus, to the extent that vocoderization, for example, serves

simply to obscure t~he normtal physical correlates of Pitch-Magnitude, the

primary consequence would be a reduction in the loading of PAT 1 v on factor

-I. To.the-extent that vocoderization distorts the normal physical cor-

relates of Pitch-Magnitude, a reduction in the loading of PAT 1v on factor

I would be again expected. Additionally, however, extreme distortion of

the normal physical correlate of PAT 1 may result in the emergence of a

new fhtor representing the "distortion component-of variance" in PAT v.

Recall again that in both of these cases the listener's perceptual response

to a particular physical parameter of the speech- signal, as presented to

him, is assumed to be unchanged.

The alternative of the hypothesis of "fixed" psychophysics is

the modified "daisy" hypothesis. This hypothesis holds that, when deprived

of the normal physical correlate of a given PAT, a listener allocates the

"perceptual channel" associated with that PAT to a different physical voice

variable. Conceivably, the new variable may be ore of prov~ou:Iy negligible

perceptual -consequenc~e. -the other hand, it may be the physlca-l orrelato

of another perceived acoustl tirait.-
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Evidence of the latter type of "psychophysical shift" is provided by

instances where rating-- of a given PAT under a degraded speech condition

are correlated with ratings of a different PAT than in the case of un-

processed s;peech. If' -for example, PAT Iv were found to have a high

loading on factor II Loudness-Roughness . we wfuld infer tha" the normal

stimulus correlati. of Pitch-Magnitude wab obscured by vocoderization and

that the listener had responded by allocating his "Pitch-Magnitude"

channel to the stimulus correlate of Loudness-Roughness. At present,

however, a third possibility must be considered in ovaluating such results.

This is the possibility that a particular form of degradation operates to

induce a correlation between normally uncorrelp'.ed physical voice variables

and, in turn, to induce a spurious psychophysical shift.

The kinds of data presently available do not permit rigorous

dlistinction between true and spurious psychophysical shifts. Additional

physical acoustic mer-•urements will be required for this. There are, how

ever, some present findings which are sufficiently suggestive of each

possibiiity to warrant their discussion here. While it is easy to con-

ceive of how the drasti- transformation of the speech signal effected by

vocoderization can provide conditions conducive to spurious psychophysical

shifts, it is more difficult to conceive of how simple frequency distortion

can do this. Subject to tht results of additional research, therefore,

we are inclined to attribut, shifts observed in cases of frequency filtered

speech to true changes in the physical bases of certain perceived voice

characteristics. Le•t us now re-exami ie some of the results in Table 5i.



In 1h,- bast of P'Ar i, it %ould appear That none of the eff-cts

di scuss,'d abovy, haý occurreod. Th,- loading! on factor I of variables in-

volvingj PAT 1 are ,ssentially unchanged over the..range of transmission

condi'ions represented here. Subject to the results of futire ex-

perimentation, we are therefore led to conclude that the present results

for Pitch-Magnitude are not inconsistent, with the hypothesis of a fixed

psychophysics.

PAT 2 presents a different picture. For the case of vocoded

speech (PAT 2 v ), there is a substantially reduced loading on factor I1,

which is normally identified with Loudness-Roughness. This is accompanied,

moreover, by an increased loading on factor I, indicating the possibility

of a psychophysical shift. For the ca*e of low-passed speech, there is

again a suggestion ef a shift in the physical correlate of Loudness-

Roughness. The depressed loading of PAT 2 on factor II (.52) is
Ip

accompanieC by an elpvated loading (.58) on factor 1, suggesting psycho-

physieal shift, but in the opposite direction of the shift found with

vocoded speech. While vocoding "induced" a negative loading of PAT 2

ratings on factor I. low passing induced a positive loading on the same

factor.

For the case of high-passed speech, there is no indication of

a substantial shift in the physical correlate of Loudness-Roughness.

Rather. the depressed loading of PAT 2 on factor IT (.78) can find
hp

an explanation consistent with the hypothesis of a fixed psychophysics.

The results for PAT 2hp can, in other words, be accounted for simply in

terms of a tendency for high passing to obscure the normal physical cor-

relates of PAT 2.

The results for PAT 4 (identified with factor 111) provide ad-

ditional indications of possible psychophysical shifts, whether true or
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spurious. The r,.sul i for voco'ted speech are part icularly interesting in

this connection. PAT iV has a neqative loading on factor I11, indicating

that judgments of Clarity-Beauty under this condition are inversely related

to judgments of the same trait under normal ,.lditions. At the -:,me time,

there is a possible indication that, WiLil vcujct bpeech, judgments of this

trait are determined by the normal physical correlate of Pitch-Magnitude.

For both high-passed and low-passed speech, the variables associated with

PAT 4v (PAT 4lp and PAT 4 hp) have depressed loadings on factor 111, ac-

companied by elevated loadings on factor I.

Since the PAT Animation-Rate is not uniquely associated with any

of the orthogonal factors revealed by the present analysis, the effects of

the various experimental conditions upon this variable are not so clearly

dpparent in Table 5. In graphic presentation, however, they are more easily

apprehended.

Figure 7 shows a plot of all 23 voice variables in the I-II

(Pitch-Macnitude.--Loudness-Rouqhness) plane of the perceived acoustic

trait space. To facilitate interpretation, the points for all variables

involving a given PAT are joined by lines.

From the figure it is evident, first, that no psychophysical

shifts of any consequence occurred in the case of PAT 3. at least within

the 1-1l plane of the trait space. Moreover. other projections of the

trait space fail to reveal any evidence of shifts in the physical cor-

relation of this PAT.

Figure 7 also serves to provide graphic demonstration of the

results described above for other PA'Y%. Thus. the "tight grouping" ob-

served in the case of PAT I illustrates the psychophysical stability of

Pitch-Maunitude. while the dispersion of points involving each of the re-
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maininh PAT' dramatically portrays some of the evidence as to their

psychophysical instability.

C. CM'CL',SJ O::S

The results presented in this chapter indicate that while the

physical correlates of some perceived acoustic traits are quite stable

over various forms of speech degradation, the physical correlates of

others may be altered by degradation of the speech stimulus. The normal

physical correlates of Pitch-Magnitude and Animation-Rate, identified thus

far, exhibit little change with stimulus impoverishment, but the stimulus

correlates of Loudness-Roughness and Clarity-Beauty are drastically altered

by frequency filtering and vocoderization.

The latter results are consistent with a modified "daisy" hy-

pothesis which would attribute them to qualitative psychophysical shifts-

true changes in the stimulus correlates of various perceived voice

characteristics. Conceivably, however, some or all of these results

could also find explanation in terms of spurious shifts brought about

hy experimentally induced correlations h-tween the normal stimulus cor-

relates of two or more perceived acoustic traits.

Available data do not suffice to resolve the ambiguity of the

present results. Additional correlated data on the physical acoustic

implications of speech degradation will be required for this purpose. In

any case, however, the present results raise some significant issues con-

cerning the uses of voice-rating data for purposes of system evaluation.

Where the assumption of a fixed psychophysics can be justified,

voice-rating data are potentially of value for purposes of indirect

evaluation of the fidelity with which specific physical voice variables

are transmitted.
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Spurious psyv:hophysi-cal shifts are not, of course, inconsistent.

-with the concept of a rigid psychophysicb. fly defirition they arise

simply from experimentaily-induced changes in the interrelations among

physical voice variables. Where the possibility of true psychophysical

shifts can be eliminated, voice-rating data are of potential value simply

in detecting system deficiencies in the transmission of specific physical

parameters of interindividual differences in speech. Given the possibility

of true psychophysical shifts, the diagnostic value of voice-rating data

is necessarily limited. Under these circumstances, however, such data

may yield more ,-alid measures of gross system performance with respect to

speaker recoiriizability than perhaps any practical method based on physical

measurements of transmitted speech.

In light of these considerations, it is evident, at least, that

further research to distinguish between the physical and psychological

bases of psychophysical shifts will contribute significantly to the tech-

nology of system evaluation from the standpoint of speaker recognizability.
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T  This report treats three topics related to the phenomenon of individual

differences in.speech: (1) the effect upon speech Intelligibility of the listener's

familiarity with the speaker's voice: (2) the nature and number of elementary ways

("..rccivcd acoustic tra_'- in . .. ices are perceived to differ from each other;

(u3 the physical bases of perceived acoustic traits.

It was found that speech intelligibility as measured by the Diagnostic

iitvme Test was unaffected by the degree of the listener's familiarity with the

,peaker's voice, where the basis of familiarity was a maximum of three presentations

of a two-minute sample of prose (Gettysburg Address).

A voice rating experiment, involving both monw-polar and bi-polar ratings

scales failed to reveal any previously unidentified perceived acoustic traits, thoug

several items were found which offer possibilities for increased precision in the

evaluation of previously identified PAT's.

A factor analysis of 22 physical and perceptual voice variables yielded

results to indicate that the physical correlates of some perceived acoustic traits

av be qualitatively shifted under certain conditions of stimulus impoverishment.

F'ht physical bases of the PAT's, Pitch-Maqnitude and Animation-Rate appear to be

relatively stable under various conditions of stimulus impoverishment, but the

physical bases of Loudness-Roughness and Clarity-Beauty may be drastically altered

by frequency distortion and vocoderization.
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